
OUR FIRST LANGUAGE

VISUAL LITERACY

     IT’S MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE
Presented by Carol Skolas



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6MBo2Ak4gXU&t=548s
student directed

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQNbAtK3c3g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6MBo2Ak4gXU&t=548s


           Students retain information 

● 30% from lecture/ verbal delivery
● 60% when a visual is anchored to the content

Linking verbal and visual information helps 
students learn to make connections,relationships 
and think critically



Elements and Principles of Design



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aMSmb9UZ2r4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aMSmb9UZ2r4












                      CONCEPTS
 ISOLATION           GROWTH

 ADOLESCENCE              SPACE

  PREJUDICE MATERNAL

            MIGRATORY PATTERNS
  
 DOMINANCE CULTURE

                    CONGRUENCY
    PARALLELISM                  BCE/CE



“The limits of our language do not define the limits of 
our cognition.”        Elliot Eisner



“Words are nothing more than meaningless noises or 
marks on paper unless their referents can be imagined.  
Unless we have a conception of justice, the word is 
empty.”

-Eliot Eisner

 Odyssey of the Mind



“The words of the language as they are 
written or spoken don’t play any role in 
my mechanism of thought.” 

-Albert 
Einstein

“The words of the language    
as   they are written or 

spoken don’t play any role in 
my mechanism of thought.” 

-Albert Einstein

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QeSpTBCjdeQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QeSpTBCjdeQ


TAKE AWAY...

Beware of pushing an agenda of learning facts.

How can we slow down, take the time, truly process ideas 
and make them our own?

        Bring back play, collaboration,                                                                                                  
inventiveness

                      It might feel uncomfortable.

   The visuals naturally promote engagement
                                it’s best for kids.

Beware of pushing an agenda of learning facts.

How can we slow down, take the time, truly 
process ideas and make them our own?
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inventiveness
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The visuals naturally 
promote engagement

                                



Teaching without words

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2VLje8QRrwg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2VLje8QRrwg


                 Innovation
                            Collaboration
       Work with your team to create a 3D model for a concept.
                                                    20 minutes to work on your model.  
     

Artistic Terms:
3-D- A form that can be viewed from all sides.

Asymmetrical Balance - lacks symmetry; has parts that fail to correspond to 
one another in shape, size or arrangement. What feelings might asymmetry 
evoke in the viewer?

Symmetrical Balance- when one side balances out or mirrors another; when 
elements within a composition balance each other.  What feelings might 
symmetry evoke in the viewer?


